INTRODUCTION BY EMCEE
(When inviting Dickson onto the stage / virtual stage)
Today’s speaker is an author, keynote speaker and facilitator. He helps people and
organizations unlock creativity and ideas towards the future growth. His best-selling
book “Leadership for future of work: 9 ways to build career edge over robots
with human creativity” was featured in media such as Forbes, Irish Tech News and
“Money FM 89.3”.
He works with professionals from Cartier, CITIC Telecom, JVC Kenwood, Montblanc,
Novartis, Rakuten and many more.
Why he cares so much about creativity and the future growth? Because the future
needs creativity and our traditional school systems somehow don’t teach it. That’s
why there’s a big gap.
People called Dickson an “ideas” person. He loves to share ideas. Please
welcome … Dickson Tang !!

BIO
(For Pre-Event Marketing and Promotion)
Dickson Tang is a keynote speaker, author and facilitator, based in Singapore. His work focuses on
creativity, leadership and future growth. He helps people and organizations unlock creativity and
ideas towards the future growth, so that they will be open to opportunities in new products, services
and processes.
Dickson is author of the book "Leadership for future of work: 9 ways to build career edge over
robots with human creativity". He was featured in media such as Forbes, Irish Tech News and
“Money FM 89.3”.
He works with leaders and executives from Cartier, CITIC Telecom, JVC Kenwood, Montblanc,
Novartis, Rakuten and many more.
Why he cares so much about creativity and the future growth? Because the future needs creativity
and our traditional school systems somehow don’t teach it. That’s why there’s a big gap.
People called Dickson an “ideas” person; he is a strong believer that “idea is the new
currency”. His speaking session is lively, positive and engaging with actionable ideas.
He holds an MBA from ESSEC Graduate School of Management in France and a Bachelor of
Social Science from The Chinese University of Hong Kong.
To find out more about Dickson, check out www.dicksontang.me
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